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Details of Visit:

Author: Mr Dan
Location 2: Hertfordshire
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 4 Sep 2008 11:30am
Duration of Visit: 30mins
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Ashley's
Phone: 01462626348
Phone: 07837111318
Notes: Formerly in Baldock

The Premises:

Nice clean, modern, flat near Baldock town centre. The entrance is on a main street, so you can
feel a little exposed as you wait to be buzzed in. Parking in the town if you can find it, and
convenient for cash points too.

The Lady:

Maid's description was a petite 22yo with shoulder length blonde hair, and 32B breasts.
Pretty accurate, especially the petite part.

The Story:

Haven't been punting for some time, and so decided to call Ashleys as it's quite local, and i've had
good experiences there in the past (which i never wrote up, sorry girls).

Maid was helpful and friendly, and Lucy sounded nice so i set up an appointment. Was told prices
on the phone (which had gone up by ?5 since last time, damn credit crunch), 30mins is ?65 and ?70
for owo/cim, an hour was ?120. Lucy also offers some extras, anal and ws, but the price was not
mentioned.
I arrived at the flat, and was buzzed in, Lucy met me at the door in a tiny silk dressing gown and
pink underwear. I was a little surprised by how tiny she really was, she can't be much over 5' and
she is nicely slim.

In the room i was asked if i had been told the prices, which she gave me again, and she told me
that the extras were ?20 each. I went for the 30min gfe, owo and anal. Once that was sorted, she let
me get undressed before returning.

I didn't bother with the massage, so she got undressed in front of me before we both got on the bed
for some kissing and fondling. She does smoke i think, but tastes very slightly of sweet tobacco,
and not like an ashtray. She then asked if i wanted her to go down on me, which was lovely. She
paid full attention to my cock and balls, with some nice eye contact. Her little hands and face made
my average sized equipment look huge, which she commented on. Then onto the sex, with her on
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top, she seemed to get into it speeding up and down at the right time, with more kissing. We then
moved onto the anal, as she was a little worried about me fitting i let her choose the position, doggy,
my favourite. She seemed to enjoy it too, and was giving me plenty of encouragement.
After getting cleaned up, we kissed and chatted for a little bit, there seemed to be no rush, even
when the maid knocked to say the next punter was there.
Though Lucy has only been doing it for a month she is very good, but still quite enthusiastic. I would
highly recommend a visit.
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